Abstract: The roles of turbulence stabilization by sheared ExB flow and Shafrunov-shift gradients are examined for TFTR [Plasma Phys. Controlled Nucl. Fusion Res. 26, 11 (1984)l Enhanced Reverse-Shear plasmas. Both effects in combination provide the basis of a positive-feedback model that predicts reinforced turbulence suppression with increasing pressure gradient. Local fluctuation behavior at the onset of ERS confinement is consistent with this framework. The power required for transitions into the ERS regime are lower when high power neutral beams are applied earlier in the current profile evolution, consistent with the suggestion that both effects play a role. Separation of the roles of ExB and Shafranov shift effects was performed by varying the ExB shear through changes in the toroidal velocity with nearly-steady-state pressure profiles. Transport and fluctuation levels increase only when ExB shearing rates are driven below a critical value that is comparable to the fastest linear growth rates of the dominant instabilities. While a turbulence suppression criterion that involves the ratio of shearing to linear growth rates is in accord with many of these results, the existence of hidden dependencies of the criterion is suggested in experiments where the toroidal field was varied. The forward transition into the ERS regime has also been examined in strongly rotating plasmas. The power threshold is higher with unidirectional injection than with balanced injection.
I. Introduction
The physics of confinement bifurcations in the edge of tokamak plasmas has been the topic of experimental and theoretical studies for many years. More recently, attention has focused on confinement bifurcations in the plasma core. Enhanced Reversed Shear (ERS)' plasmas obtained in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor [Plasma Phys. Controlled Nucl. Fusion Res. 26, 11 (1984) l and DEI-D Negative Central Shear (NCS)2 plasmas possess transport barriers deep in the core.
The central regions in these plasmas are characterized by low energy, particle, and momentum transport. These confinement characteristics yield large pressure gradients and velocity shears, which lead to the inference that these plasmas possess large radial electric fields E , and large electric field gradients. While it has been pointed that these strong shears are correlated with the good confinement, it remains an open question whether and ExB flow s h e d 6 plays a causative role in reducing transport in these cases, much as the dominant working hypothesis for edge plasma transport bifurcations ~uggests.~'~'"''~ While plays a central role in proposed mechanisms for ERS transitions on TFTR," other proposals have been made in which it is not required. One such is based on the role of the large Shafranov shifts A these plasmas possess as a result of low core current densities and high neutral beam heating powers.
These shifts are expected to suppress the turbulence by inducing a favorable drift precession of barely trapped electrons, thus reducing the drive for the dominant instabilities. In both of the above scenarios, good confinement is expected to be reinforced by the stabilization of ion-thermalgradient turbulence from the peaking of the density profile. '5 This work examines the possibility that one or both of these effects plays a role in ERS plasma development and sustainment. In Section 11, an overview of the plasma parameters is provided. In Section 111, the means of inferring Er is described. Turbulence shearing rates are introduced, and some background comments about the linear growth rate calculations are made.
Section IV contains several points. First is a description of the bifurcating nature of TFTR reverseshear plasmas. Second is a discussion of the possible roles of both ExB shear flow and large Shafranov shift gradient. The expected threshold character of ExB shear suppression' is discussed.
A transition model based on both effects is outlined, and its characteristics are compared to core fluctuation data. The application of high power injection at different times in the current profile evolution, and the resultant scaling of the ERS power threshold, are discussed in Section V. This scaling is examined in the context of both ExB and Shafranov shift gradient turbulence suppression scenarios. Section VI outlines results from experiments designed to separate the roles of ExB shear and Shafmnov shift gradient. This was performed by varying the applied torque in ERS plasmas of nearly constant plasma pressure. In Section VII, the shear suppression criterion of Ref. 5 is examined. The implications of ERS threshold experiments performed by varying the toroidal field at constant q, as well as the plasma rotation, are highlighted. Section VII contains a summary of results and a discussion of some implications.
General plasma description
In all of the experiments described here, reverse magnetic shear (RS) plasmas were generated in the standard way' by heating them with modest neutral beam power (7 MW) during the period of current ramp-up. Transitions to the ERS regime are obtained with a period of 350 -500 ms of high-power beam heating (15-30 M W ) , depending on toroidal magnetic field and plasma current. During this period the central electron density increases rapidly due to strong core particle fueling and improved core particle confinement, reaching 7 -12x1019 m-39 depending on injection power and duration. At the highest powers, the injection is in a balanced configuration having nearly equal power injected tangentially parallel (co) and antiparallel (counter) to the plasma current. Deviations from this balanced injection scheme give a means of varying the plasma rotation and thus the radial electric field, as discussed later in this work. AU of the plasmas examined here had a toroidal field BT of 4.6 T and a plasma current of 1.6 MA, except in the case of the BT scaling experiment (Section VII). Plasmas discussed in Sections V and VI also had a lithium pellet injected 500 ms before the onset of high power beams. Although lithium pumps out of the target plasma on this time scale, its injection has the beneficial effect of lowering the power threshold for ERS transitions. This is being examined in light of the proposed threshold mechanisms presented in this paper. These pellets have only a small effect on the measured q profile at the time of high powered injection.
ExB flow shear determination, linear growth rate calculations, and a shear suppression criterion
In what follows, reference is made to the shearing rates yExB and the linear growth rate of the fastest growing mode ciy , maximized over all wave numbers k. The growth rates were calculated with a gyrofluid treatmentI6 that includes the role of A', but excludes the effects of ExB shear. In these plasmas, modes are expected to become unstable primarily by the trapped electron precession resonance, and are generally classified as trapped electron modes (TEM).
In a toroidal geometry, the gradient in the quantity E,/RBe characterizes the shearing of turbulence, where R is the major radius. In a tokamak plasma of arbitrary shape, a characteristic rate for shearing turbulence can be written as 6 where Y is the poloidal magnetic flux, Aro 3 AYo/RBe is the radial correlation length, and A$ is the toroidal correlation angle. Assuming isotropy of turbulence in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, which is roughly supported by nonlinear simulations, leads to a simpler expression valid on the outer mid~lane,'~
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where B is the total magnetic field magnitude. Since it is assumed that the underlying turbulence has a ballooning character, the outer midplane is regarded as the region where ExB shear has to be effective in order to suppress turbulence. Such ballooning character has been observed in reflectometry measurements on TFTR. Note that any direct role of shear reversal in determining the shearing rate comes through the scale length of Be, and not Be itself.
For any plasma species, the radial force balance equation is given by
where n is the density of the species in question, p is the pressure, Z is the charge number, e is the electronic charge, Ve is the poloidal rotation, Vq, is the toroidal rotation, Be is the poloidal magnetic Fig. 7 ). This approximate method is used in obtaining all of the results discussed here.
It has been suggested that when the turbulence is deformed by shear flow at a rate comparable to its natural decorrelation rate evaluated in the absence of shear flow effects, transport can be reduced or stopped ~ompletely.~~ This is consistent with results from nonlinear simulations5
of ion-thermal-gradient instabilities. These simulations indicate that a threshold in turbulenceinduced transport is realized when yExB/flz -1. When values of this ratio of order unity or above were assumed, turbulence-induced transport ceased. In this work, then, the time behavior of yExB/fliy is used as an indicator of the tendency of shear suppression to be reinforced in a given plasma. Since is used as an approximation of the decorrelation rate, which is more difficult to evaluate, the precise value of the ratio of yExB/flly inferred at the onset of shear suppression should be viewed with caution. In addition, the definition of the shearing rate used here assumes turbulence isotropy, the degree of which may change from condition to condition, and radial and perpendicular decorrelation rates may vary. Differences in the ratio of y E x B / c at the onset of shear suppression of greater than a factor of two were in fact found in the simulations of Ref. 5, depending on conditions of the baseline plasma, and are also be suggested in recent ERS experiments in which the toroidal field was varied (Section VII).
IV. Bifurcations and possible transition mechanisms
A. The two possible states of reverse-shear plasmas Proposed transition mechanisms ultimately have to be consistent with the following experimental observations. First, confinement does not degrade, and even improves, as a function of increased pressure gradients. If anomalous transport is driven by fluctuations, any increase of turbulence suppression with pressure gradients must therefore outpace increases in instability drives. Moreover, nearly identical pre-transition conditions can lead to core plasma confinement properties that are strikingly different. This bifurcating quality and sensitivity to initial conditions is highlighted by examining the evolution of two reverse-shear plasmas (Fig. 1 ). Both have nearly identical heating powers, q profiles, and background plasma parameters in the early state of the plasma evolution. At 2.6 s, however, one of the plasmas had a transition to ERS confinement.
Radial profiles of the electron density and pressure are shown in Fig growth rates that would occur in the absence of ExB shear. This condition thus leads to a further increases in Vp and confinement. In this picture, the large Shafranov shifts in these low corecurrent-density plasmas provide a secondary, but important, influence. These shifts lead to increased Vp and ExB shear on the outer midplane as compared to plasmas of similar stored energies but peaked current densities. An analogous picture of this positive feedback mechanism that is based on improved momentum confinement can be made for plasmas whose electric field is determined predominantly by rotation.
The alternative viewpoint for the formation of core transport barriers relies on the role of the Shafranov shift A itself, or more properly its gradient A'. Reduction of instability drives and the formation and sustainment of transport barriers is predicted to occur for some TFTR reversed shear plasmas as a result of favorable precession of barely trapped particles induced by large gradients in the Shafranov shift A'.13 Large A' leads to reduced instability drive of trapped electron modes and to reductions in growth rates and fluxes. For significantly large A', increasing the magnitude of Vp leads to a dramatic drop in predicted particle and energy fluxes that is reinforced as more auxiliary heating is applied. Similar arguments were made examining ballooning-type instabilities in the plasma edge.
14 Both views suggest a combined picture in which large values of A', while perhaps not leading to a bifurcation on its own, yields a growth rate reduction that enables the ExB shear to be effective in suppressing turbulence. The presence of both effects reduces the requirements of either to be completely effective on its own while still initiating a bifurcation. Elements of this combined view are suggested in Figure 3 . There, the time evolution of n,(O) for an ERS plasma is shown.
Also shown is the ExB shearing rate, yExB, inferred from the carbon force balance equation, and suggesting a competition between instability drive and suppression phenomena. In the ERS plasma, however, these core fluctuation levels fall abruptly at the transition time. In addition to the threshold character, positive feedback is suggested again, as yExB/fliy increases after the transition. In the plasma without the ERS transition, bursting fluctuations at this radius persist past the ERS transition time. Although the behavior of fliy early in time is similar to that seen in the ERS case, the shearing rate is smaller early in time for the RS plasma. At that time, the RS plasma pressure is slightly lower, but more importantly this plasma had less counter-injected neutral beam power than the ERS plasma. In general, the V+3e term subtracts from the Vpc and the VeBQ terms in the carbon force balance equation for these plasmas. Thus, increasing V$ in the co-injection direction leads to a reduction in E,. and its gradient, and smaller values of yExB in the RS plasma as compared to the ERS case. In the RS case, these shearing and growth rates assume a steady-state behavior after 2.7 s. In the context of this model, this indicates that a critical threshold for shear suppression may have been approached but was never met, and the turbulent state persisted.
It is instructive to point out the role of reversed magnetic shear in this combined picture.
Magnetic shear reversal may contribute to transport barrier formation in at least four ways.
1.
For a given plasma stored energy, a plasma with a hollow core current density profile as compared to one with a peaked current density profile will yield larger Shafranov shift gradients.
This leads to both a reduction in expected growth rates and fluxes, and a weakened or inverse dependence of the growth rates on the pressure gradient.
2.
Compared to plasmas with peaked current density profiles with balanced injection, the larger Shafranov shifts that result from hollow current profiles yield larger values of Vp on the outer midplane and larger values of E,. and its gradient, leading to increased values of yExB (eqs. 2 and 3).
3.
Large values of the inverse scale length of Be that result from a hollow current profde can also lead to an increase in yExB, depending the shape of Be relative to the local radial electric field (eq. 2).
4.
in the calculated instability growth rates as a result of reversed magnetic shear itself.
For given pressure and velocity profiles, theory predicts a reduction, typically 25 -SO%, Item (1) is discussed above, and (2) and (3) are discussed in more detail below. While these effects may make plasmas with shear reversal more conducive to transport barrier formation, it must be emphasized that shear reversal is NO^ a necessary condition for such evolution. In fact, spontaneous confinement increases in beam-heated plasmas with monotonic q profiles in supershot-like conditions have been observed on TFTR. The possible roles of ExB shear and Shafranov shift in establishing these conditions is the subject of ongoing study.
V . High power injection at different times in the current evolution
Shown in Figure 5 is a database plot of the power used to obtain ERS transitions in 1.6
MA, 4.6 T reverse shear plasmas as a function of the start time of the high power beams. The high power period followed similar 7 M W heating phases in which the shear reversal was established.
Power is not the only factor detemining whether or not an ERS transition occurs, but the probability of obtaining an ERS transition does increase with neutral beam injection power at a given time for a given target condition. The likelihood of obtaining an ERS transition at a given power is highest with the earliest injection times. For example, with high power injection at 1.9 s , nearly the full complement of neutral beam injection, about 27 -30 MW, was required to obtain a transition. However, a reduction in the required power of about 6 M W was achieved by moving this phase of injection earlier.
The changes in power threshold with injection time are consistent with increased contributions from both ExB shear and A' effects at the earlier times. The ExB shearing rate falls with later injection as a result of two factors related to the current profile. First, the inverse scale length of the poloidal magnetic field is larger at the radius of peak ExB shearing rate earlier in the current evolution ( Fig. 6(a) ). Its slow relaxation is qualitatively consistent with the decreasing likelihood of obtaining an ERS transition with late injection. Inside the brackets of eq. 2, l/Be(dBe/dR) dominates over l/E,(dE,JdR) near the radius of maximum ExB shear during the early periods of high power neutral beam injection. As a result, the magnetic shear has considerable influence over the magnitude of the total ExB shearing rate. Second, comparatively hollow current profdes yield increases in E, for a given plasma stored energy as a result of larger Shafranov shifts and pressure gradients on the outer midplane. The importance of E, itself in determining yExB arises through the coefficient in front of the brackets in eq.3. With balanced injection, the pressure ' gradient usually dominates in the detennination of E, before the onset of enhanced confinement.
Shown in Fig. 6(b) is Vp/n for carbon for two plasmas. The start of high power injection time was 1.4 and 1.9 s for the two cases, and the two reverse shear plasmas had the same plasma stored energy at the times these profiles were evaluated. However, the stronger Shafranov shift present with the earlier injection time yielded larger values of Vp/n. This is suggestive, as this plasma had an ERS transition within 10 ms of the time corresponding to the profile shown, while the plasma with 1.9 s injection had no transition. Finally, the larger Shafranov shifts present with early injection for a given local pressure, temperature, and density have a stabilizing influence of instability growth rates, as described in Section IV. Thus, any ExB shear may be more effective in stabilizing the turbulence for a given stored energy at the earlier injection times.
VI. Back-transitions and separation of A' and ExB effects
While the observations presented thus far are consistent with both ExB shear and Shafranov shift playing a role in turbulence suppression, holding one constant while varying the other may allow for the evaluation of the necessity of the varied quantity in suppressing turbulence.
In these experiment^:^ ERS plasmas were generated with similar neutral beam powers and heating profiles, which futed quantities central to &-induced stabilization. However, these plasmas had different applied torques and thus varying degrees of toroidal velocity V4, resulting in changes in m/s at 2.5 s. The VQBg term shown in Fig. 7 is negative in the outer half of the plasma. This is a result of the measured counter-rotation present there, even with co-dominated injected power.
NCLASS calculations indicate that the working ion V4 is also counter-directed in this region.
Analysis indicates that the counter rotation is consistent with the presence of a counter-directed torque, established by a radial current of thermal particles that arises to preserve ambipolarity in response to a ripple loss of about 10% of the beam ions.
The plasma pressure and global energy confinement time remained nearly constant throughout the postlude period so long as the discharges remained in the ERS regime. Eventually, however, some of the plasmas suffered a back-transition to poorer confinement, indicated here by a drop in stored energy inside of r/a = 0.3 (Fig. 8) . Counter-dominated, balanced, and slightly codominated injection sustained ERS confinement until the end of beam injection, but predominantly co-dominated injection reproducibly triggered a back-transition. Pure co-injection yielded the earliest confinement losses.
In the eo-dominated postlude plasmas, the loss of core stored energy occurs at different times but at comparable values of yExB, indicating that ExB shear is necessary to maintain low transport. For any particular plasma, the causal role of ExB shear is emphasized by the fact that reductions in yExB precede back-transitions, while all other plasma quantities, including A', are constant or nearly constant in time. Also, for similar pressure profiles, the back-transitions occur at different times by at similar values of E$ and its gradient. The fact that core confinement is unchanged above a threshold value of yEXB is of primary importance. Increases in core local fluctuation levels, measured from 1-eflectometiy, are correlated with increases in local transport coefficients in plasmas with back-transitions (Fig. 9 ). In addition, transport coefficients and fluctuation levels remain low until yExB falls below the local value of fliy , again suggesting that the linear growth rate may serve as a rough measure of the turbulence decorrelation rate for these plasmas.
For the plasma with co-only injection in the postlude, transport coefficients fall after 2.6 s , and fluctuations drop below system saturation levels after 2.6 s. After this time, the yExB profile becomes dominated by gradients in V4 rather than Vp, suggesting that ExB shear from rotation drive may be reducing turbulence, as has been suggested for DIII-D NCS and VH-mode plasmas.2h In addition, in all of the plasmas studied, kinetic calculation^^^ indicate that the velocity shears in these plasmas are far below those required to excite instabilitie~~"~~ which might cause a loss in confinement.
VII. B field and rotation scans
Reverse-shear plasmas were generated that take advantage of TFTR's capability to operate over a wide range of toroidal fields. In all cases, the start of the high power injection time was 1.7
s. Using balanced injection, the field was varied from 4.6 T to 2.7 T, and the total plasma current was varied to keep the edge q constant. MSE measurements indicate that the q profde shape was similar as well at comparable times between plasma conditions. A strong variation of the ERS threshold with toroidal field was observed, with the lowest thresholds occurring at the smallest values of BT. Roughly, the observed power threshold scaled as B T~.
Since the details of the target density and temperature profiles differed at the various toroidal fields, the origin of the strong scaling is as yet unclear. Nonetheless, this dataset provides a useful testbed of the range of applicability of fliF as a measure of the turbulence decorrelation rate. In this study, it was found that the inferred and calculated ratios of yExB/ei; at the time of transition varied significantly with toroidal field. At the highest fields (4.6 T), yExB -e just before the transition, as in the plasmas discussed earlier. However, at the lowest fields (2.7 T), yExB is over a factor of two smaller than fliy . Variations in yExB/Gi: of this order at the onset of turbulence suppression were observed in the nonlinear simulations of Ref. 5, where it was emphasized that further tests of the parametric dependence of this critical ratio are necessary.
Another possibility is that A' effects play a more prominent role in the bifurcation process at lower toroidal fields and current, and that the requirement of ExB flow shear suppression is relaxed.
The low power threshold at low BT permits studies of the dependence of the forward transition power threshold on co-and counter-injection fraction. Initial analysis indicates that the power threshold is higher with strongly unidirectional injection than with balanced injection. With co-injection, this might be understood in terms of the competition between toroidal velocity and pressure gradient drive in deteimining & that was highlighted in the back-transition study and The forward transition studies performed by varying the toroidal field and the plasma rotation in part suggest limitations of the simple criterion that y m / c -1 in order for turbulence suppression to occur. These observations point to the need for study with respect to the identification of the most relevant shear suppression criterion and its underlying dependencies, and highlight the need for calculations of turbulence decorrelation rates in a fully nonlinear framework that includes rotation-and Vp-drive of Er explicitly. An additional challenge for nonlinear theory is to successfully account for the two different timescales of turbulence change that are observed. In Fig. 4 , the fluctuation levels fall abruptly at the onset of ERS confinement on a timescale that challenges the time resolution of the measurements. Likewise, the forward transition is often observed as a nearly instantaneous change in the rate of rise in the central particle number. Note, however, that after ymn falls below a threshold value in the back-transition work (Fig. 9) , the return of the highest fluctuation amplitudes continues over time periods of the order of 100 ms or more.
VIII. Discussion
Work not addressed here includes ERS power threshold studies in tritium operation.
Operationally, power thresholds are higher with tritium neutral beam injection?' This is surprising, since past power threshold scaling studies of H mode transitions with hydrogen and deuterium suggested a favorable dependence with isotopic mass. The results found in TFTR ERS plasmas is being investigated in the context of the turbulence suppression models discussed here.
A study of the role of Ion Bernstein Wave injection in inducing core transport barriers is underway on TFI'R. The aim is to investigate controlled formation and relaxation of transport barriers with the combination of IBW and bi-directional neutral beams in both reverse-shear and monotonic q profile operation. With such control, the location of the transport barrier might be optimized to take advantage of enhanced confinement without suffering the consequences of higher disruptivity that sometimes occurs as a result of the highly localized steep pressure profiles. In addition, since pressure gradient scale lengths often scale with device size, power thresholds of V Fig. 2. (a) . The electron density profile for the RS and ERS plasmas shown in Fig. 1 ,400 ms after the start of the high power phase of injection. @). The plasma pressure profile at the same time. . Measured profiles of Vp/n for the dominant impurity, carbon, during high power balanced injection. Before high power injection, these plasmas were nearly identical. One had a high power phase that began at 1.4 s, the other at 1.9 s. For both, the balanced injected power was 24 MW, and the plasmas had the same total stored energy at the times these profiles were evaluated. 
